
Mode of operation:
Hairbutler Corinne cares for your hair in a special way. By the production 
of negative oxygen ions, Corinne will make your hair smoother. The result 
is that your hair willl be pliant and easy to comb and it gets back elasticity, 
brightness and energy. Activated oxygen neutralizes all smells and bad 
odeurs sticking in your hair. Brush your hair with Corinne during 2-5 mi-
nutes. Your hair gets back its original energy and elasticity. Static charge 
will be neutralized.

How to operate:
Before operation: Open Corinne, open the batterybox in the handle. Insert 
2 batteries (Mignon 2 AA). Close the box. Switch on Corinne by pushing 
the on/off button. A small green light shows the operational status. Corin-
ne starts immediatly the production of negative oxygen ions an activated 
oxygen. After having finished brushing, push the on/off bottom and switch 
off Corinne. Close Corinne and take care of her until the next use. Batteries 
with a high quality have a service life from around 500 operation hours 
(100 days á 5 minutes). Necessary change of battery will be shown by a 

weak green light

User Manual
Ionisationbrush for short and long hair

Caution! Do not used switched on brush if you have wet hair!



How to change the Brush:
The different brushes will be fixed with a “Click”-fastener at the tool. Put
the needed piece in the inclusion of the casing and push the brush to the
handle. For changing or cleaning work the other way back.

Caution:
•  Don´t use Corinne when you have wet hair (streampushes)
•  Don´t use Corinne for your animal.
•  Clean the used brushed regularly.
•  Don´t put any metal objects into Corinne, to avoid streampushes and 
 defects.
•  Corinne has to be kept away from inflammable and explosive objects.
•  Corinne should not be laid in water.
•  Avoid keeping Corinne near heaters or other hot places, because this 
 can deformate the casing.
•  For cleaning the casing avoid to use alcohol or petrol, because they 
 can damage the casing.
•  Clean the brushes with warm water and soap.

More Information:
You are not allowed to make any changes at the tool. Producer and dealer
cannot take care for defects which are a result of damaging the tool.
Keep out of reach of children and animals.

Accessoires:
2 different brushes
1 bag for storage

Attention: no batteries delivered with the tool!



Type  HAIRBUTLER Corinne
Voltage 2xAA BATTERIES
Power consumption 0,2W/Std.
Negative ions max. 1x104 / cm³
Active oxygen < 0,06 mg³
Dimension  230 x 40 x 35 mm
Weight 110 g

Data:

AIRBUTLER reserves the right of any technical modifications of the appliance.
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We are at your service for questions or application problems:
office@airbutler.com



"

Warranty for CORINNE 

1. All AIRBUTLER products are subjected to stringent testing before 
they leave the factory. Guarantee of function for two years from date 
of purchase.

2. Damage and malfunctions within the warranty period are only de-
alt with on presentation of the completed warranty certificate. Please 
return the appliance to the trader so that the cause of malfunction can 
be identified. If the damage or malfunction is due to a production fault 
then the appliance will be repaired immediately or replaced with a new 
appliance. Damage which is not due to a production fault cannot be 
taken into account.

3. The warranty does not include any damage due to incorrect hand-
ling, faulty reassembly, manual conversion in or on the appliance, omis-
sion of cleaning, exterior damage to the appliance or obvious damage 
to the interior of the casing (such as e.g. lightning, artificial cause or 
natural events).

4.  The date on the warranty certificate and submission of the bill are 
imperative for any warranty claims.

Name:

Address:

Purchase date:

Phone:

Stamp of trader:


